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MOUSE HOUSE, Inc.
2123 Park Street, Columbia, SC 29201
(803) 254-0842
Weekdays 9:30am - 5pm & Saturday, 10am - 2pm
mouse_house@prodigy.net
http://mousehouseinc.blogspot.com

ituated in the heart of the Vista, Gallery

80808 is a vital part of the contemporary art

Exhibit in the
Heart of the Columbia Vista
scene in the Columbia metropolitan area.

The gallery is available for lease as a high

The fiber art studio of Susan Lenz
Also specializing in antiquarian prints and mirrors
www.susanlenz.com

quality location for local, regional, or
national art shows. Lease the main gallery
for a small intimate show or include the
808 Lady Street U Columbia, SC

INC.

MOUSE HOUSE,

FIBER ART & ANTIQUE PRINTS

Columbia Museum of Art
continued from Page 17

jects. ReTooled also celebrates construction workers at their jobs, corner hardware
stores, and the formal beauty of tools.
This exhibition gives us a chance to
explore rarely seen works from a decadesized slice of the CMA’s collection of
contemporary art. That ‘70s Show draws
on the amusing nostalgia for the “decade
that taste forgot,” while showing a complicated portrait of art, current events, and
identity in America.
In contemporary art, the lingering
effects of hard-edge modernism rubbed
elbows with the messiness of tie-dye
while pop art’s consumerist legacy existed
alongside the simplicity movement. It was
a time that claimed equal rights for all
people and all forms of artmaking, from
collage to op art. This exhibition is both
a meaningful examination of art and history and a light and fun summer viewing
experience.
The Columbia Museum of Art is
among the leading art institutions in the
country. In our 25+ galleries, you’ll find
art that spans 5,000 years of history and
all areas of the globe. Our Wells Fargo
Interactive Education Gallery is always
free for children and families. Established
in 1950, we now welcome and reach more
than 150,000 people a year. We have re-

“Union Mixer” by Colleen Browning, 1976, Lithograph in colors on Rives BFK paper.

ceived a National Medal for Museum and
Library Service, a National Art Education
Association award for our contributions to
arts education, a National Park Foundation
Award, and two Elizabeth O’Neill Verner
Governor’s Awards for the Arts for outstanding contributions to the arts in South
Carolina. We are institutional members
of Southeastern Museums Conference,
American Alliance of Museums, South
Carolina Arts Alliance, and South Carolina Association of Nonprofit Organizations.
For further information check our SC Institutional Gallery listings, call the Museum
at 803/799-2810 or visit (www.columbiamuseum.org).

Carolina Arts is now on
Twitter!
Sign up to follow
Tom’s Tweets, click below!
twitter.com/carolinaarts
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atrium and hallways for larger group shows.

For more information and terms
for leasing the space, call 803-771-7008
or visit us online at VistaStudios80808.com.

